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1
General Introduction
William A. Dembski and Michael Ruse

Intelligent Design is the hypothesis that in order to explain life it is necessary
to suppose the action of an unevolved intelligence. One simply cannot explain organisms, those living and those long gone, by reference to normal
natural causes or material mechanisms, be these straightforwardly evolutionary or a consequence of evolution, such as an evolved extraterrestrial
intelligence. Although most supporters of Intelligent Design are theists of
some sort (many of them Christian), it is not necessarily the case that a commitment to Intelligent Design implies a commitment to a personal God or
indeed to any God that would be acceptable to the world’s major religions.
The claim is simply that there must be something more than ordinary natural causes or material mechanisms, and moreover, that something must be
intelligent and capable of bringing about organisms.
Intelligent Design does not speculate about the nature of such a designing intelligence. Some supporters of Intelligent Design think that this
intelligence works in tandem with a limited form of evolution, perhaps even
Darwinian evolution (for instance, natural selection might work on variations that are not truly random). Other supporters deny evolution any role
except perhaps a limited amount of success at lower taxonomic levels – new
species of birds on the Galapagos, for instance. But these disagreements
are minor compared to the shared belief that we must accept that nature,
operating by material mechanisms and governed by unbroken natural laws,
is not enough.
To say that Intelligent Design is controversial is to offer a truism. It is opposed, often bitterly, by the scientific establishment. Journals such as Science
and Nature would as soon publish an article using or favourable to Intelligent
Design as they would an article favourable to phrenology or mesmerism –
or, to use an analogy that would be comfortable to the editors of those
journals, an article favourable to the claims of the Mormons about Joseph
Smith and the tablets of gold, or favourable to the scientific creationists’
claims about the coexistence of humans and dinosaurs. Recently, indeed,
3
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the American Association for the Advancement of Science (the organization
that publishes Science) has declared officially that in its opinion Intelligent
Design is not so much bad science as no science at all and accordingly has
no legitimate place in the science classrooms of the United States.
Once one leaves the establishment and moves into the more popular
domain, however, one finds that the level of interest in and sympathy for
Intelligent Design rises rapidly. Many people think that there may well be
something to it, and even those who are not entirely sure about its merits
think that possibly (or probably) it is something that should be taught in
schools, alongside more conventional, purely naturalistic accounts of origins. Students should be exposed to all sides of the debate and given a
choice. That, after all, is the American Way – open debate and personal
decision.
The editors of this volume, Debating Design: Darwin to DNA, fall at opposite
ends of the spectrum on the Intelligent Design debate. William Dembski, a
philosopher and a mathematician, has been one of the major contributors to
the articulation and theory of Intelligent Design. He has offered analyses of
design itself and has argued that no undirected natural process can account
for the information-rich structures exhibited by living matter. Moreover,
he has argued that the very features of living matter that place it beyond
the remit of undirected natural causes also provide a reliable signature of
design. Michael Ruse, a philosopher and historian of science, has long been
an advocate of Darwinian evolution, and has devoted many years to fighting
against those who argue that one must appeal to non-natural origins for
plants and animals. He has appeared in court as an expert witness on behalf
of Darwinism and has written many books on the subject.
For all their differences, the editors share the belief that – if only
culturally – Intelligent Design is a significant factor on the contemporary
landscape and should not be ignored. For the Intelligent Design proponents, it is a major breakthrough in our understanding about the world. For
the Intelligent Design opponents, it is at the least a major threat to the status
quo and something with a real chance of finding its way into classrooms.
The editors also share the belief that, in a dispute such as this, it is important
that the two sides have a real grasp of the opinions of those that they oppose.
Ignorance is never the way to fight error.
There are of course already books that deal with Intelligent Design and
with the arguments of the critics. The editors have themselves contributed
to this literature. We believe, however, that there is virtue in producing one
volume, containing arguments from both sides, in which each side puts forward its strongest case (previous volumes have tended to bias discussion
toward one side over the other). The reader then can quickly and readily
start to grasp the fundamental claims and counterclaims being made. Of
course – and this is obviously an argument that comes more from the establishment – even doing something like this can be seen as giving one’s
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opponents some kind of status and legitimacy. And there is probably truth
in this. But we do live in a democracy, and we are committed to working
things out without resort to violence or to underhanded strategies, and so,
despite the worries and fears, we have come together hoping that the merits
of such an enterprise will outweigh the negative factors. Those who know
how to do things better will of course follow their own principles.
The collection is divided into four main sections, with a shorter introductory section. The aim of the introductory section is simply to give the
reader some background, and hence that section contains an overall historical essay by one of the editors, Michael Ruse, on the general history of
design arguments – “The Argument from Design: A Brief History,” and then
a second essay by Angus Menuge on the specific history of the Intelligent
Design movement – “Who’s Afraid of ID? A Survey of the Intelligent Design
Movement.” Although the first author has very strongly negative views on
Intelligent Design and, as it happens, the second author has views no less
strongly favourable, the intent in this introductory section is to present a
background of information without intruding value commentary. The essays are written, deliberately, in a nonpartisan fashion; they are intended to
set the scene and to help the reader in evaluating the discussions of the rest
of the volume.
Michael Ruse traces design arguments back to the Greeks and shows
that they flourished in biology down to the eighteenth century, despite the
rethinking of issues in the physical sciences. Then David Hume made his
devastating attack, but still it was not until Charles Darwin in his Origin of
Species (1859) offered a naturalistic explanation of organisms that the design
argument was truly rejected by many. The essay concludes with a discussion
of the post-Darwinian period, showing that many religious people today endorse a “theology of nature” over natural theology. Most important in Ruse’s
discussion is the distinction he draws between the argument to complexity –
the argument that there is something distinctive about the organic world –
and the argument to design – the argument that this complexity demands
reference to a (conscious) designer to provide a full explanation. These are
the issues that define the concerns of this collection.
Next, Angus Menuge provides a short history of the contemporary Intelligent Design movement and considers its future prospects. He notes that
some, such as Barbara Forrest, dismiss the movement as stealth creationism. Menuge, however, finds this designation to be misleading. He argues
that Intelligent Design is significantly different from typical creationist approaches in its aims, methods, and scope, and that scientists became interested in design apart from political or religious motivations. Thus he traces
the roots of the Intelligent Design movement not to the political and religious zeal of anti-evolutionists but to the legitimate scientific critiques of
evolution and origin-of-life studies in the mid-eighties by scientists such as
Michael Denton and Walter Bradley. Yet because criticism by itself rarely
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threatens a dominant paradigm, the Intelligent Design movement did not
gain prominence until the work of Michael Behe (Darwin’s Black Box, The
Free Press, 1996) and William Dembski (The Design Inference, Cambridge
University Press, 1998). These works outlined a positive program for understanding design in the sciences. Mengue concludes his essay by noting
that regardless of whether Intelligent Design succeeds in becoming mainstream science, it is helping scientists to think more clearly about the causal
pathways that account for the emergence of biological complexity.
We move now to the main sections, each of which has four or five contributions. We go from discussions favourable to evolution and critical of
Intelligent Design, to discussions favourable to Intelligent Design and critical at least of unbroken evolution. The first such section, Darwinism, starts
with a piece by the leading evolutionary biologist Francisco J. Ayala, a former
Catholic priest and a person with great sensitivity to and sympathy for the religious attitude. In “Design without Designer: Darwin’s Greatest Discovery,”
Ayala makes three claims. First, he claims that Darwin successfully brought
the question of organic origins into the realm of science; second, that Darwin
spoke to and solved successfully the question of complexity or adaptation;
and third, that nevertheless there is something distinctive (something “teleological”) about biological understanding even in the post-Darwinian world.
The reader should refer back to the introductory essay of Michael Ruse to
fit what Ayala is claiming into the division drawn between the argument
to complexity (that Ayala thinks Darwin addresses and solves scientifically)
and the argument to design (that Ayala thinks is now out of science but still
carrying a form of argumentation that transfers over to modern science).
Ayala concludes that science is not the only way of knowing.
Kenneth R. Miller, a scientist and a practicing Roman Catholic, is one
of the strongest critics of Intelligent Design. In his contribution, “The
Flagellum Unspun: The Collapse of ‘Irreducible Complexity,’ ” Miller takes
aim at one of the most important concepts promoted by Intelligent Design
supporters, namely that of irreducible complexity. Introduced by Michael Behe
in his Darwin’s Black Box, this is a property possessed by certain aspects of organisms that supposedly could not be produced by unguided natural causes.
It denotes something so overwhelmingly intricate and complex that it defies
normal natural understanding and demands an explanation in terms of intelligence. Behe’s prime biological example is of certain motorlike processes
in microorganisms, and Miller’s intent is to show that Behe is mistaken in
his claims (as is Dembski in his support). Note that Miller explicitly asserts
that his naturalistic position is more theologically satisfactory than that of
his opponents.
Elliott Sober is a well-known philosopher whose piece – “The Design Argument” – is of a general nature. He is concerned to give a theoretical analysis
of design arguments and particularly of arguments of the kind offered by
Archdeacon William Paley (see Ruse’s introductory chapter). He analyses
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matters in terms of likelihood, that is, the idea of which of two hypotheses is
more likely given a particular observation – in Paley’s case, an intelligence
or blind chance given the discovery of a watch. Although Sober does not
want to go all the way with Paley to the inference of a God (certainly not the
Christian God), given his analysis he is more critical than most philosophers
are of Hume’s arguments (especially inasmuch as they are analogical), but
he is also not convinced that one can simply dismiss design arguments once
Darwin appears on the scene. Having said this, however, Sober has little time
for Intelligent Design, which he thinks fails as genuine science with respect
to important properties such as prediction.
Finally in this section we have Robert Pennock, a well-known philosopher and critic of creationism (the author of The Tower of Babel) who argues
that the Intelligent Design movement is built upon problematic religious
assumptions. Considering the writings of Stephen Meyer (one of the contributors to this collection), Pennock takes up the claim that human dignity
(and morality generally) can be justified only if the assumption that man
is created in the image of God is factual. Pennock’s aim is to criticize not
the belief in “the God hypothesis,” but rather the claim to have established
it scientifically as an alternative to evolution. His essay critiques the theological presuppositions that he finds hidden in Intelligent Design, as well
as the proposition that the design inference, interpreted as a scientific inference to the best explanation, confirms not just theism, but specifically
the Judeo-Christian God. Along the way, Pennock points out problems with
the recurring arguments that supporters of Intelligent Design use in their
lobbying to get their view taught in the public schools.
The second section, Complex Self-Organization, contains pieces by those
who believe that nature itself, simply obeying the laws of physics and chemistry without the aid of selection (or with, at best, a very limited contribution by selection), can produce entities showing the kind of complexity
that Darwinians think can be produced only by their mechanism. This idea
of “order for free” (as it has been termed by Stuart Kauffman) has a long
history; its most notable exponent was the early twentieth-century Scottish
morphologist D’Arcy Wentworth Thompson in his On Growth and Form.
The first piece in this section is by Stuart Kauffman himself. Here
Kauffman tries to imagine what it would be like for biologists to develop
what he calls a “general biology.” By a general biology Kauffman means a
general theory of what it means to be alive and of how things that are alive
originated. Kauffman concedes that we don’t at this time possess a general
biology. According to Kauffman, a general biology would consist in principles that are applicable to all possible forms of life and that uncover their
deep structure. The problem with natural selection, for Kauffman, is not
that it is false or even that it is less than universally applicable. The problem
is that natural selection cannot account for its own success (or, as he states
it more precisely, cannot account for the “smooth fitness landscapes” that
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enable it to be a “successful search strategy”). Kauffman’s essay attempts not
to provide solutions but to ask the right questions. Implicit throughout the
essay, therefore, is the admission that biology’s key conceptual problems
remain to be solved. Kauffman thus differs from Darwinists who think that
Darwin is the “Newton of the blade of grass.” At the same time, Kauffman
does not think that Intelligent Design holds the solution to a general biology.
Next comes a chapter written jointly by the biologist Bruce H. Weber
and the philosopher David J. Depew. In “Darwinism, Design, and Complex
Systems Dynamics,” they argue that both strict Darwinians and Intelligent
Design theorists are at fault for putting too heavy an emphasis on the designlike nature of the organic world (the argument to complexity, in the sense
given earlier). They stress that it is possible to have functioning systems with
many components that are far from perfect. The aim in nature is not to
achieve some ideal standard, but simply to get things working at all. In this
light, they feel that the natural processes of physics and chemistry can do
far more than is often realized, and the authors make their case through a
detailed discussion of the origin of life, something often downplayed in scientific discussions (especially those of Darwinians). As practicing Christians,
Weber and Depew have a more-than-casual interest in the Intelligent Design
debate, and their important concluding discussion points to the lack of a
uniform Christian tradition giving unambiguous support for natural theology – that part of theology that stresses reason over faith and that focuses
on arguments for the existence of God, such as the design argument (the
second part of the distinction drawn earlier).
Paul Davies is one of the best known of all writers on the science–religion
interface. His God and the New Physics is rightfully considered a classic. He is
ever keen to show that the world works according to law, and yet for some
time now he has been a critic of strict Darwinism, thinking that more is
needed to explain life and its complexity. Mere selection will not do. (Unlike Weber and Depew, Davies has no trouble with the argument to complexity as such.) In “Emergent Complexity, Teleology and the Arrow of Time,”
Davies explores the question of whether, balancing the negative downgrading effects of the Second Law of Thermodynamics, there is some kind of
cosmic law of increasing complexity. He raises the contentious question of
progress, something that has been much debated by evolutionists. Although
it is not directly related to the question of possible design in the universe
(in his The Blind Watchmaker, the arch-atheist Richard Dawkins argues for
biological progress), for many thinkers (as Ruse notes in his introductory
chapter) progress provides a new argument for God’s existence to replace
the one (they believe to have been) destroyed by Darwin.
Finally in this section we have James Barham’s piece on the emergence
of biological value. In it, he critiques what he calls the Mechanistic Consensus in contemporary scientific and philosophical thought. According to
the Mechanistic Consensus, the theory of natural selection and molecular
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biology suffice to explain the appearance of design in living things. This, he
argues, is a mistake, because these disciplines make use of primitive concepts
that are themselves normative and teleological in character. Furthermore,
he argues, the widespread belief that the teleological language of biology
is only “as if” and can be “cashed out” through reduction to lower-level
physical theories is a mistake based on an outdated conception of physics
itself. According to Barham, the best way to make scientific sense of biological design is not by looking to natural selection, and not by looking to
an intelligent designer, but by looking to an emergent, purposive dynamics
within living matter that allows organisms globally to coordinate their own
activity so as to maintain themselves in existence as organized wholes. In this
way, the living state of matter may be viewed as having intrinsic value. Some
recent developments in nonlinear dynamics and condensed matter physics
tending to support this view are briefly surveyed.
We come next to the section on Theistic Evolution. Here we find committed
Christian believers who nevertheless want to find some place for evolution,
although perhaps boosted by some kind of divine forethought or ongoing
concern. John F. Haught is a distinguished Catholic writer on the science–
religion relationship. His thinking is marked (he would say informed) by a
sensitivity to the ongoing, unfurling nature of the world, something he finds
explicable thanks not only to Christian theology but also to the philosophical
thinking of Alfred North Whitehead, where the creation is not a once-andfor-all event, but rather something that is continuous and that God can
try to influence and direct but cannot command. His chapter, “Evolution,
Design and the Idea of Providence,” finds fault with both Darwinians and
Intelligent Design supporters, feeling that both overstress the significance
of design for an understanding of the Christian God (that is, overstress the
significance of the second part of the twofold argument, the argument to
design). Haught suggests that a God who is working in an ongoing fashion
in the creation is truer to the Christian message than one conceived solely
in the terms of traditional natural theology.
John Polkinghorne is both a distinguished physical scientist and an
Anglican priest, which dual roles and interests have led him to be one of the
most prolific writers in recent years on the science–religion relationship.
He has long been an enthusiast for the “Anthropic Principle,” where it is
the constants of the universe coming together in such a remarkable way
to produce intelligent life that is the true mark of design. In the present
essay, “The Inbuilt Potentiality of Creation,” Polkinghorne explores these
ideas. His intent is positive rather than negative, but in a way his approach
could be taken as implying that neither Darwinians nor Intelligent Design
enthusiasts are focusing on the most important issues for understanding the
Creator. In terms of the division of the argument for design into an argument for complexity and then an argument to design, Polkinghorne seems
to accept the latter move but to feel that the real issue of complexity is not
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biological adaptation but rather the specific physical phenomena that allow
life – especially intelligent life – to exist at all.
Keith Ward is Regius Professor of Religion at the University of Oxford
and another who has written extensively on theological issues in the light of
modern science. In “Theistic Evolution,” he faces the issue that the world –
the world of evolutionary life – cannot be something that simply occurred
by chance. At least, for the Christian it cannot be something that simply
occurred by chance. In some way, we must find space for purpose, for God’s
intentions. Ward explores various ways in which this might be done. It is
clear that (by implication) he would not look favourably on an Intelligent
Design approach, for this would put God too directly into His creation. Ward
wants God creating through the natural processes of law, and to this end he
invites us to look sympathetically to the progressivist thinking of the French
Jesuit paleontologist Pierre Teilhard de Chardin. But rather than Teilhard’s
kind of vitalistic thinking, Ward inclines toward the idea that somehow God’s
influence on nature stands in the same relationship as does the mind to the
body. The two are intertwined, but in some way separate.
The Anglican priest and geologist Michael Roberts is interested in historical issues. Although he denies that he is committed to any kind of theistic
evolution, he has as little sympathy for the hard-line materialistic Darwinian
as he has for the Intelligent Design theorist. Through a study of the thinking
of earlier scientists, particularly those interested in geology, he concludes
that neither side has the true picture and that both are seduced by the
rhetoric of their language and thinking. In some way, Roberts wants to break
down the distinction between things working according to blind law (the
stance of many Darwinians) and things working through miraculous intervention (the stance he attributes to Intelligent Design supporters). God is
at work all of the time, through His laws. This means that He is never absent
from the world – something that Darwinians are free to suppose is always
true and that Intelligent Design proponents suppose, by default, is generally
true.
Finally in this section we have Richard Swinburne of Oxford University.
He, like Polkinghorne, sides with a version of the Anthropic Principle, although he approaches the issue from a more philosophical basis than does
Polkinghorne, a physicist. In Swinburne’s thinking, it is all a matter of probabilities. Which is the more likely? That everything was set up to work by
design, or that everything simply came together by chance? In Swinburne’s
opinion, there is no doubt but that the intention-based explanation is better, from a simplicity perspective. In other words, like Polkinghorne, for
Swinburne the Darwinian–Intelligent Design debate takes second place to
an argument from design that begins with an argument to complexity that
is not biologically based.
The final section turns to the proponents of Intelligent Design. The first
piece is by William A. Dembski, in which he outlines his method of design
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detection. If Intelligent Design is going to stand a chance of entering mainstream science, it must provide scientists with some rigorous way of identifying the effects of intelligent causation and of distinguishing them from
the effects of undirected natural causes. Dembski claims to have provided
design theorists with such a method in his criterion of specified complexity.
The most common criticism made against using specified complexity to detect design is that it commits an argument from ignorance. In his chapter,
Dembski answers this criticism by analyzing the logic by which specified complexity detects design. But he goes futher, arguing that to reject specified
complexity as a reliable empirical marker of actual design renders naturalistic theories of life’s origin and history invulnerable to refutation, even in
principle. His essay therefore attempts to level the playing field on which
theories of biological origins are decided.
Walter L. Bradley is an engineer who specializes in polymers. In the mid1980s, he coauthored what supporters consider a seminal critique of originof-life studies in The Mystery of Life’s Origin. In that book, he distinguished
between thermal and configurational entropy. That distinction has proven
to be essential in relating the Second Law of Thermodynamics to the origin of life. The Second Law of Thermodynamics is widely abused. Some
creationists have used it to provide a one-line refutation of any naturalistic
attempt to account for life’s origin. Alternatively, some evolutionists have
treated the Second Law as a creative principle that provides a one-line solution to life’s origin. Bradley is more careful and in his chapter delineates
exactly how the Second Law applies to the origin of life. In particular, he
updates his work on configurational entropy and clarifies how the crucial
form of entropy that life must overcome is not thermal but configurational
entropy.
The biochemist Michael J. Behe is the best-known scientific proponent
of Intelligent Design. His chief claim to fame in his widely cited book published in 1996, Darwin’s Black Box: The Biochemical Challenge to Evolution. In
that book, he argued that the irreducible complexity of certain biochemical
systems convincingly confirms their actual design. In this essay, Behe briefly
explains the concept of irreducible complexity and reviews why he thinks
that it poses such a severe problem for Darwinian gradualism. In addition,
he addresses several misconceptions about how the theory of Intelligent
Design applies to biochemistry. In particular, he discusses several putative
counterexamples that some scientists have advanced against his claim that
irreducibly complex biochemical systems demonstrate design. Behe turns
the tables on these counterexamples, arguing that these examples in fact
underscore the barrier that irreducible complexity poses to Darwinian explanations and, if anything, show the need for design explanations.
Finally, the philosopher of biology Stephen C. Meyer argues for design on
the basis of the Cambrian explosion – the geologically sudden appearance
of new animal body plans during the Cambrian period. Meyer notes that

